English for Aviation
ICAO (the International Civil Aviation Organisation) has decided that:
* All airline and helicopter pilots who fly internationally, and all air traffic controllers
(ATCOs) who provide services to international flights, must have a minimum level of
English.
Who is the course for?
* Groups - the intensive courses are suitable for groups (Minimum 5) of both pilots and
ATCOs whose level of English is at present approximately level 3 on the ICAO scale.
* Individuals - the courses for individual aviation workers combine Standard English
classes with 8 hours each week on an aviation - focused personal study programme.
How long are they?
- For group bookings (minimum 5 clients)
* 4 weeks (92 hours - cost: €1440) - For
individual bookings
* minimum 2 weeks at €360 (23 hours) per week. These classes run on request
for as long as the client wants.

International House Cape Town can arrange accommodation in self-catering apartments or
homestay - please see www.ihcapetown.com or contact us at info@ihcapetown.com for
more information.
The focus of the courses is on speaking and listening skills, using English in an
aviation context, and provides specific aviation language.
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English for Aviation
The course reflects the following ICAO descriptors:
Proficient speakers shall:
* communicate effectively in voice-only (telephone/radiotelephone) and in face-to-face
situations;
* communicate on common, concrete and work-related topics with accuracy and clarity;
* use appropriate communicative strategies to exchange messages and to recognize and
resolve misunderstandings (e.g. to check, confirm, or give and receive information) in
a general or work-related context.
* handle successfully and with relative ease the linguistic challenges presented by a
complication or unexpected turn of events that occurs within the context of a routine
work situation or communicative task with which they are otherwise familiar; and
* use dialect or accent which is intelligible to the aeronautical community.
ICAO TEST - €90
Approved Testing Centre by South African Civil Aviation Authority [CAA]
International House Cape Town (Ih Cape Town) has recently received approval from the
South African Civil Aviation Authority [CAA] as an accredited Aviation Training Organisation
[ATO]. The allows Ih Cape Town to not only provide the English for Aviation exam preparation
courses, but also to offer the ICAO exam. Teachers are extremely experienced to provide
the level of training that will ensure that all students are adequately prepared to achieve
their desired ICAO English Language Level.
For further information or details, please do not hesitate to contact us at the following:
Gavin Eyre - gavin@ihcapetown.com
Jonathan Thompson - jonathan@ihcapetown.com
Brandon Gouws - brandon@ihcapetown.com
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